Sir Richard Wallace
2018 marks the bicentenary of the birth of Sir Richard Wallace (1818-90),
he owned the land in and around Lisburn, having inherited it from his father
the 4th Marquess of Hertford.

Sir Richard was MP for Lisburn (1873-85) and made a huge contribution to
architecture, civic life and the health and wellbeing of Lisburn. Visiting the
town on several occasions, to great fanfare, he built Castle House (still
standing) on Castle Street, Lisburn.
After Sir Richard Wallace’s death his widow bequeathed his collection,
named the Wallace Collection, to the people of the United Kingdom in
1897. It resides in Hertford House, London, Sir Richard’s former residence
and it is one of the world’s finest collection of art, furniture, paintings, arms
and armour and porcelain, and was amassed by the hugely wealthy first
four Marquesses of Hertford and Sir Richard Wallace.

clue

1.

What does bicentenary mean?

(look at Sir Richard Wallace’s date of
birth)

2. Can you name somewhere in Lisburn
named after Sir Richard Wallace?

Victorian Era
Who were the Victorians?
The Victorian age is named after
Queen Victoria, who was Queen of
the United Kingdom of Great Britain
and Ireland who reigned from 20th
June 1837 until 22nd January 1901
In Victorian times children had to work!

Small children were perfect
for cleaning chimneys

What kind of jobs did children
do?
The lucky children got apprenticed in a trade,
the less lucky ones worked on farms or
helped with the spinning. When new types
of work appeared with the development of
industries and factories, it seemed perfectly
natural to use children for work that adults
couldn't do; crawling underneath machinery
or sitting in coal mines to open and close the
ventilation doors

Q1. How many years did Queen Victoria reign?

63 years 22 years 68 years

True or False!
Work in pairs and mark the following statements true
or false
1. The Victorians made the first ice-cream
2. The first post boxes were introduced
3. The first flushing public toilet opened in London
4. The first experimental television broadcast
happened
5. The first cars appeared
6. The first English dictionary is published
7. Dynamite was invented
8. The first portable hair dryer was invented

Experiment
Make a String Telephone
What you'll need:
2 paper cups
 A sharp pencil or sewing needle to help poke holes
 String


Instructions:
1. Cut a long piece of string, you can experiment with different lengths
2. Poke a small hole in the bottom of each cup
3. Thread the string through each cup and tie knots at each end to stop it pulling

through the cup
4. Move into position with you and a friend holding the cups at a distance that

makes the string tight (making sure the string isn't touching anything else)
5. One person talks into the cup while the other puts the cup to their ear and lis-

tens, can you hear each other?



Whispering



Humming



Singing



Tapping

Challenge time
Sound Test

Observationswrite down what happens

Pinch the string

Let the string hang
loose

Wrap hands around
listeners cup
Wrap hands around
speakers cup

What's happening?


Speaking into the cup creates sound waves which are converted into vibrations
at the bottom of the cup.



The vibrations travel along the string and are converted back into sound waves
at the other end so your friend can hear what you said.



Sound travels through the air but it travels even better through solids such as
your cup and string, allowing you to hear sounds that might be too far away
when traveling through the air.

Experiment
Morse Code
Below is a table of what is now called "The Victorian Internet" due to the way
that it connected people around the globe.

.... . .-.. .-.. --1. Can you decipher our message?

Why not have a go at writing a morse code message of your own?

